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Who
we are
IMAS is a not-for-profit organisation 

promoting the Mixed Ability model 

around the world.



What is
Mixed Ability

Mixed Ability is a social movement 

within sports, actively promoting 

inclusion and equality through a  

sense of belonging and membership to 

a group, team or club.

Mixed Ability enables people of all 

abilities and life experiences to take 

part in community sports, without 

being separated, classified or labelled.



The Dream

I supported my local
team for years. They would 
not let me play, they thought I 
would get hurt. Of course we 
get hurt, it’s part of the game!

– Anthony Brooke

Bumble Bees RUFC founder



What sport historically was usually available for disabled 
people?

Disabled people 
can’t play sports

Disabled people can only
play disability-specific sports

Disabled people should use
adapted rules or equipment

Disabled people Barriers Non-disabled people 



What sport is usually available for disabled people?

The Mixed Ability 
model starts from the 
assumption that 
anyone, at some point 
in life, can experience 
disability for a short or 
long term, whether 
due to social, physical 
or mental constraints.

Individual Society



Equality doesn’t mean equity

Liberation = breaking down barriers

Non-inclusive Inclusive



Our vision & mission

VISION

To radically change the way 
we think of, join in and enjoy sports, 
leading to a fairer and more equal 
society.

MISSION

Bringing people of all abilities 
together to play sports and learn 
from each other, giving everyone 
the opportunity to fulfil their 
potential.





How we don’t help

• Creating and maintaining barriers to active and healthy lifestyle 

for people with severe enduring chronic disease and 

learning disabilities.

• These include attempts to categorise and pigeon-

hole disabilities into a “special” category.

• Making the problem “go away” by not even recognising it is 

a problem.

• Health inequalities are most marked in disabled people.

• People with learning disabilities or long term mental ill health live with more 

comorbidities, are limited more by ill-health and on average die earlier, often 

from preventable illnesses.

• Less than 33% of people with a learning disability have some choice of who 

they live with, and less than half have some choice over where they live.

• The pandemic has worsened challenges and increased nervousness about 

participation

A problem



Instead of starting with problems...
• Take an asset based approach: help people do the healthy things they already want to do

• Frame risks appropriately (risk of not taking part in exercise and benefits of participation)

• Focus on building capacity and promoting consent

Start where you are, use what you have, do what you can!

"I'm more aware of inequalities and 

disadvantages within the community 

and able to communicate better with 

people. Also, having an idea of the 

options that are out there in the 

community to support patients." 

Emma, 3rd Year Medical Student, 

Sheffield University





“Quote” from Nathan or 
prompt for his Aldwininans

story and award



IMAS trainers meet weekly



Mixed Ability offers in Bradford and 

Calderdale





Tom





Mixed Ability training through play



IMAS Trainers working with NGB’s to raise 
awareness of the Mixed Ability Model



Mixed Ability Squash 
at the National 
Squash Centre, 
Manchester



More than a Game



Growing Mixed Ability Activities in the North West



Find squash eat sleep repeat promotion



IMAS support  and education

Research
Healthcare 

placements

Ongoing advice and support

Club 

networking

Regional 

Development 

Managers

Disability 

awareness training

Accessible 

resources



International 
Growth
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What can 
you do to 

support the 
movement?

Introduce IMAS to relevant partners

Plan with us to map who would be receptive to new Mixed Ability 
activities

Share our research on the benefits of 
Mixed Ability

Add IMAS to the Thriving Communities 
programme

Try one of our Mixed Ability taster days



Sign our manifesto

1. HEALTH AND HAPPINESS 2. INCLUSION AND EQUALITY 3. MEMBERSHIP & BELONGING

4. EQUAL PARTICIPATION 5. RULES & REGULATIONS 6. BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS

Transforming lives 

through exercise and 

social interaction.

Allowing everyone to 

enjoy sport without 

being separated, 

classified or labelled.

Building a culture of 

belonging through 

community groups, 

teams and clubs.

Creating 

opportunities for 

marginalised groups 

to participate on a 

level playing field.

Adopting the same rules as 

mainstream sports with 

only minor adjustments for 

individual participant 

needs.

Challenging the elitist 

norms to overcome 

segregation and 

prejudice within sport.



Thank you, we’re happy to take 
any questions…

mixedabilitysports.org

contact@mixedabilitysports.org

@IMAS_Sport4All

@imas_sport4all

Mixed Ability Sport


